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Dear Mr. O'Reilly:

VATTS BAR NUCLAR PLAT mUNITS 1 AND 2 - NRC-OIE REGION II 
50-390/83-1-01, 50-391/83-10-02 - RESPOISE TO VIOLATIONS 

The subject inspeotion report citod TVA with two Severity 
Violations (390/83-14-01 390/83-14-02) in accordance with 
Enclosed is our response to the subject violations.  

If you have any questlons, please get in touch with R. H.  
858-2688.
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copliete and true.
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ENCLOSURE 
WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2 
NRC-OIE REGION II INSPECTION REPORT 

50-390/83-14-01 AK& 50-191/83-10-02 
RESPONSE TO VIOLATION 

Violation 3q0/83-14-01 - Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement II) 

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V. as implemented by TVA Topical Report, 
TVA-TR75-1A *Quality assurance During Design and Construction", paragraph 
17.1A.5 requires that ictivities affecting quality shall be accomplished in 
accordance with instructions, procedures or drawings. Watts Bar quality 
control procedure QCP 4.10-9 requires that valve orientation be verified to 
corresponding physical drawing, and that the locknut on top of the valve 
operator should be verified to be tight.  

Contrary to be above, activities affecting quality were not being 
accomplished in accordance with documented instructions, procedures or 
drawings in that: (1) Mechanical QC accepted three valves that were not 
installed with the operator in the proper direction as shown on the piping 
drawing, and (2) Mechanical OC accepted three valves on which the locknut on 
top of the operator was not tight.  

Admission or Denial of the Alleged Violation 

TVA denies both item I and 2 of the violation as stated. TVA contends that 
Mechanical QC did correctly perform inspection and acceptance based on the 
requirements of the procedures in effect on the date inspections were made, 
and that the item cited do not have any safety implications. Details 
supporting TVA's denial follow.  

QC final acceptance which included the checks for valve orientation were 
finalized on May 16, 1982 (valves 1-DRV-68-551-S and 1-DRV-68-549-S), and June 18, 1982 (valve 1-DRV-68-550-S). The inspections for flow diriction and 
orientation were made on August 30 and November 15, 1981. The valves in 
question are Kerotest Y-type globe valves used as drain valves.  

The procedure in effect on the date of flow direction and orientation checks was WBNP-QCP-4.29, "Standard Inspection and Documentatior Requirements For Valves and Valve Operator9 This pro'eilure (paragra-th 6.1.3.3) required that "the flow direction and orientation shall be verified as correct as shown on the flow diagram and attachment E." This inspection verified axial 
orientation with regard to fluid flow. TVA flow diagram do not specify 
radial valve orientation. This orientation check was intended to ensure that valves were properly installed in relation to flow (e.g., these valves are designed to close against flow). Attachment E is also used to verify radial 3rientation of operators on process control valves in relation to valve and piping axes X, Y, and Z.



Provisions of paragraph 6.1.3.3 of WENP-QCP-4.29 were clarified when WBNP
QCP-4.10-9 RO, *Valve Insttllation Inspection,' was issued January 11, 1982, 
superceding those portions of WBIP-QCP-4.29 perts»ning to valve installation 
inspection. Paragraph 7.7 of WBIP-QCP-4.1l-9 R3 (the revision level reviewed 
by the NRC inspector) reqvired that *the operator, including handwheels and 
chain operators, and its orientation correspond to the physical drawings." 
This was to ensure that motor or pneumatic operators, which are considered in 
TVA piping analyses, were properly installed and was not intended to require 
radial orientation checks for manual operators, such as those on the 
isolation valves in question. On May 26, 1983, WEP-QCP-4.10-9 R4 was issued 
to flirther clarify paragraph 7.7 to specifically exclude manually operated 
valves by stating "undimensioned operators are not verified for orientation." 
There are no upper-tier document requirements to inspect radial orientation 
of uanually-operkted valves, and radial orientation of such valves is not a 
factor in the design piping analysis. A policy statement, issued to QC 
manual holders on May 26, 1982, allows partially completed QC acceptance tj 
be completed under the procedure under which acceptance was initiated unless 
the superceding procedure contains instructions to the contrary.  

Item 2 of the violation as stated is denied based on provisions of WBWP-QCP
4.29 (paragraph 6.1.3.8), the procedure in effect at the time or inspection 
of valve 1-DRV-68-549-S which stated "on manual valve verify that the jam nut 
is locked in place on the handwheel," and based on provisions of WBNP QCP
4.10-9 RO under which valves 1-DRV-03A-589 and 1-DRV-03A-590 were accepted.  
This procedure includes acceptance criteria for specific locking devices, 
such as ja*-nuts, lock washers, tabs, and wire. Valve 549 is a Kerotest Y
type globe valve; valves 589 and 590 are Yarway Y-type globe valves. All are 
used as drain valves. While vendor drawings for the Kerotest valves vefer to 
the handwheel retaining nut as a locknut and as a hexnut for the Tarway 
valves, the nuts are not jam nuts nor are they secured by other locking 
features or devices.  

To clarify inspection of bolting and locking devices, WBNP-QCP-4.10-9 RO, 
which replaced QCP-4.29 for valve inspections, required that bolting 
(excluding flange bolting) correspond to TVA and vendor drawings and be 
verified by hand as tight. These provisions are retained in the current 
revision level of WBNP-QCP-4.10-9.  

To sm-nrize denial of item 2, TVA agrees that the operator retaining nuts 
were loose at the time of the NRC inspection, but TVA contends that the 
looseness (one to two turns maximia) resulted from valve operation rather 
than lack of initial tightening. Operator retaining nuts specified by the 
vendors do not employ jam nuts, nor are they locking type nuts, so therefore 
may back off in use. At the time of the NRC inspection, the three valves in 
question were transferred to the operating division, which reworked valve 1
DRV-68-549-S in December 1982. Operating division maintenance instructions 
do not and need not specify degree of tightness for manual operator retaining 
nuts. Therefore, the condition cited by the MRC inspector is acceptable.  

While TVA admits that radial orientation was not checked at initial 
inspection and that handwheel retaining nuts were loose at the time of the 
NRC inspection, there are no safety implications involved. Although these 
valves are installed in an essential safety-related system, preisure boundary



integrity, position retention, and seismic qualification are the safety
related attributes of these valves, as defined in Construction Specification 
B3G-881, 'Wktts Bar Nuclear Plant Quality Assurance (OA) List.' TVA has 
determined that operation of these valves is not required for the safe 
shutdown of the plant during a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).  

Violation 390/83-14-02 - Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement II) 

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V as implemented by TVA Topical Report, TVA
TR75-1A "Quality Assurance During Design and Construction', paragraph 17.1A.5 
requires that activities affecting quality shall be accomplished in 
accordance with instructions, procedures or drawings. Watts Bar QCP 4.23-4 
requires that weld size and weld location be verified in accordance w-.th 
detail drawing.  

Contrary to the above, activities affecting quality were not being 
accomplished in accordance with documented instructions, procedures or 
drawings in that the mechanical QC inspectors failed to follow procedure for 
verifying weld "ize and location on two QC accepted hangers.  

Admission on Denial of the Alleged Violations 

TVA admits the violation occurred as stated.  

Reasons for the Violations 

The reason for the violation was the QC inspector's failure to adequately 
verify that all welds made on the hangers matched drawing details. The two 
supports cited were inspected by different inspectors. Drawings show all
around (four side) welds, while welds were only made on three sides at the 
connection joints. Drawings for other supports, of a similar configuration, 
in close proximity to these sWpports specify welds on three sides at the 
connection joint. This may have c-nitrihuted to tho incorrect acceptance of 
these welds.  

Corrective Steps Taken and Results Achieved 

Support 1068-1-68-336 has been reworked under NRC I. E. Bulletin (IEB) 79-14 
discrepancies 1R68-47WA65-202/08H and 1R68-47TW65-202/09H, which required 
removal of the hanger cited in the violation and installation of a 
replacement support of a different configuration. This discrepancy is 
awaiting drawing revision.  

The missing weld on support 1068-1-68-338 has been documented on iEB 79-14 
discrepancy 1R68-47W465-202/10H, which has been forwarded to EN DES with a 
recommended disposition to revise the drawing to show welds on three sides 
only.  

Corrective Steps Taken to Avoid Further Violations 

When these inspections werd made in September 1981, they were done by Hanger 
Engineering Unit (REU) personnel. In order to provide a more independent 
quality control program, inspection (QC) and engineering units were separated 
in May 1982 and were placed in a separate organization under the quality 
manager in February 1983.



To prevent further violations of' this particular nature, Hanger Quality 
Control rMit (BQC) personnel were instructed on May 23, 1983, to be in 
compliance with procedures and drawing details, with the emphasis on 
situations where details of individual hangers my vary among a group of 
supports of similar configuration.  

Date When Full Compliance Will Be Achieved 

TVA is now in fuzll compliance.


